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Dr°c!ucts '̂na* there is a need fcr rapid analysis of neat and neat 
Carbohyrjr-t 0:7,ponents interest include some or all of fat, protein, 

beru^ etsnc* moisture. This paper shows how infra-red transmission (IRT) 
the neat industry.! used ; 

,Süpersc¡Ti*
^lysTsr°f80 lnstrunent (Foss Electric) applies the IRT principle to the 
aPpropr;.?r meat and neat products. Following dispersion of the sample in an 
Csrt>ohydr.? s°iution, fat nay be measured at 5.7|jm, protein at 6.5pm and 
Wholly a.̂  Water may also be measured spectroscopically but is
lieasurenentt s 'a~ned TOre accurately from a calibration based on the other

^iijtent

consists of
*Cr°«B1puten

a reactor, a pump, a measuring unit and a printer

Thb y
if'We an°r disperses the sample in the alkaline dispersing solution. The 

3nc. solution are contained in a metal beaker with a closely fitting 
sMndle v.?hi ^ sPersion is carried out by a cylindrical weight on a central 

» >'hich is activated by the rapid vibration promoted by the reactor.
'he ..

^^Oscan 8nt̂  Deasurin9 unit have been developed from the well-established 
°ducts ^anPe used in the dairy industry for analysing milk and milk 
°ntainj* At the heart of the measuring unit is a sealed optics box 

u the source, detector, measuring cuvette and optical filter wheel.

'i2£g0yre

* " n V "V 1̂

l0lT1aU v a f-S r . Placed in the reactor and the dispersion takes place

ÎS‘*9 s a m T at- anaiysis > accurate and representative sampling is essential. 
,ne Cantai 6 *s mixed with 100ml dispersing reagent in the metal container. 
n°rnai| ~.ner is placed in the reactor and the dispersion takes 

y ‘or 4 minutes). Foam is dispersed using anti-foaming agent.

J u t t f p r  the temperature of the mixture is adjusted to about 50°C. The 
lnute. t. a then taken up by the instrument and results are obtained after 1 
» e instrument then goes into its automatic cleaning cycle.
;>.i ^A^lysie f
niâtes. i.ih ‘rom sarnPle weighing to the end of the cleaning, takes about 10 
lr>ute inter0 i* ser*es sarnples Is analysed, results nay be obtained at A

The Cincrscan has been successfully applied to thn analysis cf moat and 
finiriiec products in beefbureer and sausage standardisation. In the case of 
sausages, it. has occn found that several groups of sausage may be collcctec 
together within n single calibration (c.n. pork, beef and "pork and beef"). 
On a series of AO sausages c»f different types, standard deviations of 
accuracy were i .i.?: for fat (correlation coefficient 0.99), C.45% for 
protein (h.f/i), 9.50'/ for carbo-hydrate (a.95) and 0.67/ fcr moisture (0.99). 
In this case, carbohydrate reference results were obtained by difference, ie 
(lOO-F-P-U-ash).

(c) Pic fillings end pastry

A sice variety cf pie fillings has been analysed by Superscan, ¡lost were 
very sirs. rsful but Cornish Pasties rave poorer accuracy, possibly to due 
the s.T'pllnn difficulties. Results for pie fillings were much the sane as 
for sausages.

With nastry, only half the normal sample weight was taken tc reduce the 
viscosity of the final mixture. In the UK, the components of greatest 
interest are fat and carbohydrate.

(f) Spreads, pastes and pates

The Supcrscon has also been applied to the analysis of spreads and related 
products. In general it was found that separate calibrations needed to be 
set up for meat, and fish-based products. Some unusual types, such as 
crab-based products, might also need separate calibrations. Because of the 
homogeneous nature of the product, excellent accuracy may be obtained. 
Results for salmon pate from a major manufacturer were typical. Standard 
deviations of accuracy on 60 samples were 0.232 for fat (correlation 
coefficient 0.9A), 0.35% for protein (0.97) and 0.45% for moisture (0.84).

(g) Fish, fish products and other foods

Fish and processed fish products may be analysed by Superscan in much the 
same way os for meat and meat products. Products such as fish fingers and 
sardines are typical.

The Superscan has also been applied to the analysis of non-meat products 
such as cheese, egg and bread. A wide range of applications is envisaged.

General

Calibrations for the Superscan use only a single component measurement plus 
a constant for fat, protein and carbohydrate and a three-component 
measurement plus a constant for moisture. The small number of measurements 
involved ensures that the Superscan is easy to calibrate and ensures that 
the calibrations are robust.

Compared with reference methods, the Superscan is usually much more rapid 
and as seen above it is very accurate. Since carbohydrate is usually 
obtained by difference using reference methods, which are liable to 
inaccuracy, it is probably true to say that IRT is the best method available 
for the determination of carbohydrate in meat products.

Compared with near infra-red reflectance, the Superscan requires more sample 
treatment but is more reliable owing to the larger sample taken and 
simplicity of the calibrations.
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